
The compact LT-PMS-1HH Handheld Magnetic Audio Device is the tactical tool every law 

enforcement agency should have in their arsenal when dealing with crowd control situations, 

critical announcements, and emergency response scenarios.  The LT-PMS-1HH weighs less 

than 12lbs and has a rechargeable battery that can run for over 11 hours of continuous use.  

The advanced planar technology generates a unique sound wave that effectively delivers a 

clear and intelligible message up to 200 meters (626 feet) away.  The power of this advanced 

technology is the ability to perform at these long distances and superior audible levels while 

operating at 10 decibels lower than the ambient noise level of the environment. 
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CLEAR VOICE™ 

DELIVERING SOUND AS A TACTICAL TOOL 

LT-PMS-1HH 

The rear panel controls allow for easy access to the (3) built-in warning signals, microphone 

input, and (2) auxiliary audio inputs (iPod, MP3, or similar unit) for pre-recorded messages.  

The LT-PMS-1HH comes with; rechargeable battery pack, AC battery charger, wired headset 

microphone, MP3 player, and 1/4” adapter cable.   

The rugged weather-resistant design is suitable for the harshest of environments and comes 

with a (3) three year factory warranty.   

There are available accessories to enhance the performance and function of the LT-PMS-1HH 

that can be ordered with the unit or at a later date.  Tripod speaker stand, tripod stand 

adapter, hardshell road case with wheels and handle, wireless microphone system, spare 

headset microphone, spare MP3 player, spare battery and charger, custom mounts.  

CLEAR VOICE IS THE CLEAR CHOICE 

HEARING IS BELIEVING 

 



IMAGES 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:  The LT-PMS-1HH is a powered speaker using one MAD Planar Magnetic  Transducer mounted to a 

500hz waveguide for increased output and control of the midrange.  A rechargeable battery, with 11 hours of operating capacity 

at maximum output, snaps into the handgrip and can be easily replaced without tools.  The system is plug and play and requires 

no assembly. 

CONFIGURATION:  Compact, highly portable, full-range Planar Magnetic Speaker with built-in amplifier.  Rear control panel with 

easy access to switch for three built-in warning signals, microphone input, auxiliary audio inputs (iPod, MP3, other).  

DRIVER:  1 X MAD1 Planar Magnetic Transducer 

HORIZONTAL DISPERSION:  Nominal 30 degrees, useful to 45 degrees 

VERTICAL DISPERSION:  Nominal 20 degrees, useful to 30 degrees 

ACTIVE SYSTEM:  Built-in high grade, D-Class power amplifier (525 W RMS), balanced line/microphone input via XLR-F w/48 VDC 

phantom power, two inputs on 1/4” phone connectors. 

INCLUDED ITEMS:  LT-PMS speaker, rechargeable battery pack, AC battery charger, wired headset microphone, MP3 player, 1/4” 

adapter cable. 

OPTIONAL ITEMS:  Hardshell road case with wheels, tripod speaker stand, tripod stand adaptor (required for use with tripod 

stand), wireless microphone system, spare wired headset microphone, spare MP3 player, spare battery and charger, custom 

mounts.  

WEIGHT:  12lbs with battery 

DIMENSIONS:  19.5”H x 8.0”W x 12.5”D 

FINISH:  Xenoy: High Impact Polycarbonite 

WARRANTY:  (3) Three Years 
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